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BPTS-04  4-Pair Cable Test Set

Product DescriptionProduct Description

The BPTS-04 tests 4-pair cables wired in accordance with EIA/TIAT568B.  The test set can also be used 
with T568A cabling as only the pair numbers change.  With the addition of custom adapters and jigs any 
cable link of 8 conductors or less can be tested. The BPTS-04 consists of a hand-held, battery powered 
main module, a termination module and two 4-pair patch cables fitted with RJ-45 connectors to allow 
connecting the tester to distribution frames or other RJ-45 wall sockets.

Using the push-buttons and observing the two LEDs for each pair allows the detection of open circuits, 
short circuits and/or inverted pair faults.

Test Procedures

Short Circuit Faults: Connect one end of the cable under test to the test set main module.  One of the 
patch cables can be used if required. The other end is unconnected. While pushing one of the pair buttons, 
only the red LED for that pair should light. If any green LED or other red LED should light this indicates a 
short circuit fault.

Open Circuit or Inverted Pair Faults: Connect one end of the cable under test to the test set main 
module. Connect the other end of the cable under test to the termination module using one of the supplied 
patch cables if required.  While pushing one of the pair buttons both the red and green LEDs for that pair 
should light. If the green LED for that pair doesn’t light this indicates an open circuit (continuity) or pair 
inversion (the two conductors of the pair are inverted) fault. If other green or red LEDs light this indicates 
either wires not in their correct position and/or short circuit(s).

Batteries

The test set is powered by two AAA batteries.   Battery life is virtually only limited by the shelf-life of the The test set is powered by two AAA batteries.   Battery life is virtually only limited by the shelf-life of the 
batteries. To change the batteries: remove the case base screws, change the batteries and replace the 
base and its screws.

Specifications

Test Capacity: 4 pairs, open circuit, short circuit & pair inversion 

Power Requirements: 2 AAA batteries

Dimensions (in MM): Main Module: 50 x 100 x 25 Termination Module: 32 x 20 x 16

Operating Temperature Range: 0 to 40 degrees C

Storage Temperature Range: -20 to 60 degrees C

Mass (Grs.) 90
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